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Crossref makes research outputs easy to find, cite, 
link, assess, and reuse.

We’re a not-for-profit membership organization 
that exists to make scholarly communications 
better. 

Mission





PID myths

• Myth 1: DOI = Preservation

• Myth 2: DOI = automatic, magical persistence



Layers of persistence

• The identifier

• The content

• The mechanism for updating the mapping 

between the content and the identifier

• The metadata about the content



Content: Defunct DOI page



Content: Third party archive solution





Mechanism for updating the mapping 
between the content and the DOI

• That would be us

• Open

• Not-for-profit

• Community-governed

• Community-led

• Not grant funded



Metadata about the content

https://www.crossref.org/members/prep/





@abartell





About DataCite



The workflow

Google Dataset 

Search
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Preservation and access

> preservation aimed at providing access
over time

> access depends upon preservation at a
point in time

Stephen Abrams, Patricia Cruse, John Kunze. (2009). Preservation is not a 
Place. The International Journal of Digital Curation.



Link checking



Link checking



Community







Interoperability



Interoperability
Sharing of information about research across systems

People - Places - Things

• People
→ ORCID

• Places
→ ROR
Research Organization Registry
A community-led project to 
develop an open, sustainable, 
usable, and unique identifier for 
every research organization in 
the world. (ror.org)

• Things
→ Crossref & DataCite



ORCID and Digital Preservation

Our challenge:

We are a claims-repository, not a content-repository. We preserve ORCID 
metadata, not the location the metadata points to.

Main problems we think about:

• What is our responsibility?

• Is the metadata enough?

• Is there a need to ensure preservation of the actual content we point to? 

And how can we help?



To help us find answers to these problems


